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2% today → 
18% in 5 years
New EV sales (US)

Used EV sales = 
New EV sales by 2026
Eventually used is 2x new

EVs are taking over faster than expected 
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Used EV buyers are totally different

Distance on a single 
battery charge

More expensive than gas 
or diesel

Worried about 
battery life

Cost of replacing 
the battery

Don’t know where 
EV charging is

Limited vehicle 
selection

Unsure about overall 
performance

Can’t charge EV 
at home

Too long to charge a 
battery

Can’t charge EV 
at work

Don’t know how to 
charge EV

Concerned about 
resale value

Favorite car brand 
doesn’t offer EV

Don’t like look / 
aesthetic

Includes unproven 
tech

Not enough 
information on EVs
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What have we learned 
and why does it matter 

to dealers?



#1: Odometers don’t matter.

Real-life Example #1:

2013 Nissan Leaf
with 19K miles

Real-life Example #2:

Every Chevy Bolt ever made
With up to 75K+ miles



What does matter?

Calendar age of battery (not model year!)

External temperature over time

Battery temperature (when charging & storing)

Charging speed (amps and voltage)

Total number of charge/discharge cycles

Depth of discharge (how much of the life battery is used before recharging)

Frequently storing at a high or low state of charge



#2: EV dashboards lie about range
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Factors that influence short-term range estimates

Charge rate and recency

“Guess-o-meter” for some OEMs

Glass half full vs glass half empty OEMs

Exposure to extreme temperatures

Recent driving efficiency 



#3 A LOT of data matters a LOT.
Recurrent platform includes 8,000 vehicles, proportionate to market



All over the country...



#4: The used car ecosystem isn’t ready for EVs.

Used EV Shoppers:
“How’s the battery in that thing?” Dealers, Remarketers, and Fleet Owners:

How are the EV batteries in our 
inventory, auction, fleet?

How should we value premium 
or degraded batteries?

What physical upgrades and 
diagnostics do we need to 

handle EVs?

Where do I get EV inventory with 
premium batteries?



#5: Early adopters are patient...Majority buyers aren’t.
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